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China’s rapidly growing fresh produce
Spotlight on Yangtze River Delta

programme manager of Asiafruit Market
Insight. “It’s a rapidly-growing metropolis
of more than 8m people.”

business is in need of knowledge, expertise
and solutions throughout the supply chain

Asiafruit Magazine Insight’s conference
programme opens with expert analysis of
the market landscape in the Yangtze River
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to upskill and upscale. A series of case
studies at Asiafruit Market Insight looks at
projects that are helping to bridge the gap.
Latin America pushes into eastern China

River Delta region.
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Yangtze River Delta.

Breaks as well as a Gala Cocktail.

Interactive sessions

“The launch of Asiafruit Market Insight in

retail market for fruit and vegetables.”

Qingdao was very professional at a time
Simultaneous translation in Mandarin and
English makes Asiafruit Market Insight a
focus for discussion and debate. As well as

when there are many local fairs and
seminars in China,” says Jan Doldersum,
manager of marketing and

gaining insights into
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